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Two Sizes:
The 10mm Fringe disc gives you two, circular rows to stitch into. It will fit into any 
bead cap with a 10mm diameter interior.

The 8mm Disc has one, circular row to stitch into. It will fit into any bead cap with an 
8mm diameter interior.

Make Fringe Easy
Bring your thread through a hole on the disc. String your first strand of fringe. Skip 
the last bead, then go back through all the beads and back through the hole in the 
disc. Tighten, then needle down through the next, adjacent hole in the disc. Repeat 
this step around. After the last fringe strand is completed, tie a double knot with the 
tail and remaining, working thread.

Select a headpin and insert it into the center hole of the disc. Bring the disc up 
through a bead cap. Finish the head pin with a simple or wrapped loop.

Fringe Discs are the coolest way to make circular fringe earrings that lock in the position 

of each strand as you’ve designed it! Complete layered fringe patterns, cascades, and even 

drop a strand right down the center of the layers.

10mm Fringe Disc

969350435-40

8mm Fringe Disc

969350436-40



Great Tips
If you use an eye pin, you can complete an additional strand of fringe from the pin, 
and that strand will sit in the middle of the circle of strands stitched around it.

You can also suspend a chain from an eye pin, and drop abead or a crystal on the 
end.

When working with the 10mm disc, it’s easiest to complete the inside strands first.

Projects!
Create your own bead caps for your fringe! Try one of the following inspiration 
projects!

Belle Caps Baby Jelly Caps Disc Jellies, feturing Preciosa Naturals Seed Beads


